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• XP Icons: 20 very sharp, very easy-to-use and high
quality XP style icons. Many different color variations.
• Zoomable: very convenient icons and a 40x zoomable
icon preview window (Notify. • International: XP style
icons as base and an International variation (created
from a base designed for the Windows XP operating
system by Dr. Wolfgang Staeger).Q: Converting list
into dictionary mapping list of keys into dictionary of
values I have a list of names like this: names =
['firstName','lastName'] I want to get a dictionary like
this: {'firstName':'lastName'} How would I achieve
this? I am using Python 3.3 A: You can use the
dict.fromkeys() function: names = ['firstName',
'lastName'] dictionary = {'firstName': 'lastName'}
dictionary = dict.fromkeys(names) {{
item.new_location.name }}
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XP Icons is a package of well designed and free. for
non-comercial uses The Internet is full of free icons
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for download but these products are rarely sufficiently
professional to be incorporated into commercial
applications. Our XP style icons are different. Thanks
to our strict adherence to Microsoft's style guidelines
and a rigid in-house system of quality control checks,
we offer professional quality icons that stand out from
the crowd. The difference lies in the details. When you
closely examine our XP icons you will find: ￭ a
dynamic look with rich colors ￭ outstanding use of
outlines, gradients, and lighting ￭ well-rounded,
smooth corners and edges ￭ excellent use of drop
shadows for dimensionality An icon's job is to clearly
communicate its intended purpose to the end user. Our
XP style icons do that and more. Our unique, appealing
designs will blend seamlessly into your projects while
delivering maximum functionality. The end result is a
polished, modern look and a high level of efficiency.
Please remember that these samples are provided for
testing purposes only and may not be used
commercially. XP Style Icons Description: XP Style
Icons is a package of well designed and free. for noncomercial uses The Internet is full of free icons for
download but these products are rarely sufficiently
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professional to be incorporated into commercial
applications. Our XP style icons are different. Thanks
to our strict adherence to Microsoft's style guidelines
and a rigid in-house system of quality control checks,
we offer professional quality icons that stand out from
the crowd. The difference lies in the details. When you
closely examine our XP icons you will find: ￭ a
dynamic look with rich colors ￭ outstanding use of
outlines, gradients, and lighting ￭ well-rounded,
smooth corners and edges ￭ excellent use of drop
shadows for dimensionality An icon's job is to clearly
communicate its intended purpose to the end user. Our
XP style icons do that and more. Our unique, appealing
designs will blend seamlessly into your projects while
delivering maximum functionality. The end result is a
polished, modern look and a high level of efficiency.
Please remember that these samples are provided for
testing purposes only and may not be used
commercially. XP Style Icons Description: XP Style
Icons is a package of well designed and free. for noncomercial uses The Internet is full of free icons for
download but these products are rarely sufficiently
professional 09e8f5149f
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Extra-large, 600x600 pixel icons with full alpha
channel (transparency). XP Icons are special.
applications under development, the commercial use of
icons may infringe on copyrights, trademarks, or other
intellectual property rights of the original artists and is
in direct conflict with the license the artist under which
the icons are provided Read more XP Icons is a
package of well designed and free. for non-comercial
uses The Internet is full of free icons for download but
these products are rarely sufficiently professional to be
incorporated into commercial applications. Our XP
style icons are different. Thanks to our strict adherence
to Microsoft's style guidelines and a rigid in-house
system of quality control checks, we offer professional
quality icons that stand out from the crowd. The
difference lies in the details. When you closely
examine our XP icons you will find: ￭ a dynamic look
with rich colors ￭ outstanding use of outlines,
gradients, and lighting ￭ well-rounded, smooth corners
and edges ￭ excellent use of drop shadows for
dimensionality An icon's job is to clearly communicate
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its intended purpose to the end user. Our XP style
icons do that and more. Our unique, appealing designs
will blend seamlessly into your projects while
delivering maximum functionality. The end result is a
polished, modern look and a high level of efficiency.
Please remember that these samples are provided for
testing purposes only and may not be used
commercially. Iconplant XP Icons Description: Extralarge, 600x600 pixel icons with full alpha channel
(transparency). XP Icons are special. applications
under development, the commercial use of icons may
infringe on copyrights, trademarks, or other
intellectual property rights of the original artists and is
in direct conflict with the license the artist under which
the icons are provided Read more XP Icons is a
package of well designed and free. for non-comercial
uses The Internet is full of free icons for download but
these products are rarely sufficiently professional to be
incorporated into commercial applications. Our XP
style icons are different. Thanks to our strict adherence
to Microsoft's style guidelines and a rigid in-house
system of quality control checks, we offer professional
quality icons that stand out from the crowd. The
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difference lies in the details. When you closely
examine our XP icons you will find: ￭ a dynamic look
with rich colors ￭ outstanding use of outlines,
gradients, and lighting ￭
What's New In Iconplant XP Icons?

XP Icons are a set of icons based on Windows XP. The
original XP icons are contained in a lot of sizes to
enable you to create digital imagery that depicts your
product or service and the characteristics and
capabilities of your products. XP Icons are 16x16,
32x32 and 48x48 Photoshop PSD format (3 layers).
XP Icons are vector (EPS, AI, SVG and PDF formats),
not raster. You can easily modify the colors, the sizes
or the transparency of the icons. Whether you want a
set of unified XP icons for your website, web
applications or you need to replicate icons in your
applications, you will find it very easy to import our
XP icons in your projects. YOU WILL FIND A SET
OF HEADING ICONS FOR WEBSITE AND FOR
WEB APPLICATIONS YOU WILL FIND A SET OF
TEXT ICONS FOR WEBSITE AND FOR WEB
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APPLICATIONS OUR XP STYLE ICONS ARE
FREE FOR NON-COMMERCIAL USES! Windows
XP Icons - Download Office XP Icons is a package of
well designed and free. for non-comercial uses The
Internet is full of free icons for download but these
products are rarely sufficiently professional to be
incorporated into commercial applications. Our XP
style icons are different. Thanks to our strict adherence
to Microsoft's style guidelines and a rigid in-house
system of quality control checks, we offer professional
quality icons that stand out from the crowd. The
difference lies in the details. When you closely
examine our XP icons you will find: ￭ a dynamic look
with rich colors ￭ outstanding use of outlines,
gradients, and lighting ￭ well-rounded, smooth corners
and edges ￭ excellent use of drop shadows for
dimensionality An icon's job is to clearly communicate
its intended purpose to the end user. Our XP style
icons do that and more. Our unique, appealing designs
will blend seamlessly into your projects while
delivering maximum functionality. The end result is a
polished, modern look and a high level of efficiency.
Please remember that these samples are provided for
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testing purposes only and may not be used
commercially. Iconplant XP Icons Description: XP
Icons are a set of icons based on Windows XP. The
original XP icons are contained in a lot of sizes to
enable you to create digital imagery that depicts your
product or service and the characteristics and
capabilities of your products. XP
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System Requirements For Iconplant XP Icons:

Windows 7 or higher 1 GB of RAM (Recommended 2
GB) Microsoft DirectX 11 graphics card Intel®
Core™ i3-530 processor or better 1.0 GHz processor 2
GB of available hard drive space 1024 x 768 or higher
screen resolution 8 GB of available hard drive space 2
GHz processor 20 GB of available hard drive space 2.4
GHz processor Minimum requirements:
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